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Two years ago a joke was being circulated on the Runet that a heroin producer has
recognized its distributor’s independence. It was about Afghanistan, which was to the ﬁrst to
recognize the independence of the Serbian province of Kosovo which had illegally separated
from Yugoslavia.
Kosovo has since become a transit point for drugs, channelled from Asia to Europe.
A Serbian military analyst and an authoritative expert on the situation in Kosovo, Milovan
Drecun says that, according to the Europol and Interpol, the largest amount of heroin is
delivered to Europe from Afghanistan via Kosovo. According to some estimates, some 65%
of all the world’s heroin is channeled through the former Serbian province; while 90% of all
drugs that reach Europe are shipped via Kosovo.
According to the Canadian detective Stewart Kellock, the Albanian drug maﬁa operates with
the connivance of the United States. Mr. Kellock said in an interview that US diplomats
prevent the detention in Kosovo of notorious drug traﬃckers.
The Canadian detective also conﬁrmed that Kosovo’s current Prime Minister Hashim Thaci
leads the biggest Albanian maﬁa clan.
According to KFOR secret reports, the clan owns three illegal labs to process heroin. People
involved in drug smuggling into Kosovo hold state oﬃces of great importance in the
province, says the Serbian military analysts Milovan Drecun in a radio interview with the
Voice of Russia, and elaborates.
The media talks about the ties that exist between the American military in Kosovo and the
local drug dealers, but is it really so?
Oﬃcially, the Americans are working hard to stamp out heroin production in Afghanistan,
but in reality they, namely the CIA, are using the proceeds from the drug trade, including
the illegal drug traﬃc to Kosovo from Afghanistan which is facilitated mainly via the
Bondsteel Base, to replenish their secret coﬀers, at least that’s what American newspapers
have recently been writing about. Milovan Drecun reports.
Other reports mention a U.S. connection with a member of the terrorist Kosovo Liberation
Army and a close friend of Kosovo Premier Hashim Taci who are believed to have been
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smuggling up to 150 kilos of heroin and cocaine at a time. These criminals were chummy
with a café owner close to the Bondsteel Base and were doing business with the American
oﬃcers there, Milovan Drecun adds.
All this means that, with the help of Western patrons, Kosovo has been turned into a
breeding ground for all kinds of drug dealers and other criminals. Or, as Alexis Troud from
the Paris-based International Academy of Geopolitics famously said, “A criminal zone run by
the Albanian maﬁa”…
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